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VII. X-RAY DIFFRACTION STUDIES
Prof. B. E. Warren
R. L. Mozzi
A. INTERPRETATION OF THE ANOMALOUS SURFACE REFLECTION OF X-RAYS
When an x-ray beam falls upon a polished surface at an angle that is less than the
critical angle c , there is total external reflection. If the beam falls at an angle greater
than c' there is the normal reflected beam at an angle equal to the incident angle, but
with an intensity very much lower than that for reflection within the critical angle.
Recently, Yoneda has reported that for an incident angle greater than 0 there is not
only the normal reflected beam at an angle equal to the incident angle, but also an abnor-
mal reflection at a smaller angle. The abnormal beam always makes an angle with the
mirror which is close to the critical angle 0 . Several experiments have suggested a
possible interpretation of the anomalous reflection. The primary beam striking the
mirror at an angle greater than the critical angle produces a small angle scattering in
a thin amorphous surface layer composed of dirt, oxide, and so forth. That part of the
small angle scattering which strikes the mirror at angles less than 0c will undergo
total external reflection. Since this band of total external reflection is cut off rather
sharply on the high-angle side by the critical angle 0 c , and on the low-angle side by
the rapid decline in the intensity of small angle scattering, the band will appear as an
asymmetric peak at an angle near 0c. Several experimental facts are in agreement
with this interpretation. The abnormal reflection is found to be asymmetric with a
sharp decline on the high-angle side. Increasing the thickness of the amorphous surface
layer on a polished glass plate by rubbing some grease on it, or by holding it for an
instant in a flame to put on a thin layer of soot, is found to increase the intensity of the
anomalous reflection by factors of 4 or 5. The Yoneda anomalous surface-reflection
phenomenon provides another way of measuring the intensity of small angle scattering,
and it may furnish a very useful method for studying the nature of the amorphous sur-
face layers on materials.
The results of this research will be presented at the American Crystallographic
Association Meeting, Bozeman, Montana, July 31, 1964.
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